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PROGRESS AND CAUTION

The Pattern of rHealthful Living Project was a curriculum

development effort funded by the Texas Commission on

Alcoholism. The guides were written, subjeCted to two

pilotings and carefully evaluated for content/grade

appropriateness, and pupil effectiveness.

Because this is a values based curriculum attempting to

effect attitude'
`

behavioral changes in pupils re rding

decisions important to youth, the Pattern of Healthful

Living staff does not recommend the use of these guides

without the requisite teacher preparation. Affective)

teaching Skills and attitudes are imperative if the results

the project obtained from piloting can be expected from

others who use the material.

The staff recommends these material not be used daily,

but rather spaced to cover a semester of time. taterials
. s

are available f5ligrades kindergarten through eight.

.The, focusing go;T`of a values-based curriculum is the

development in children of a positive self-i age. This

will set the pattern for utilization of deci ion mak'
'

processes which are necessary in a democratic society.

this is kept in mind and teachers are properly trained,

will have taken one further step 'n

(
humanizing educatio

Shirley E. Rose, Ed,D
Project Coordinator
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PREFACE

Rationale

}v.

Harris County Department of Education conceptualized "Patterns
of Healthful Livin2P curriculum design under the following
premises:,

r 1. Belief in the supreme worth and individuality of each-

2. 'Belief that each.person should be aided by educational
if institutions in attaining his potential as a human.being.

3. Belief that each person should be aided by educational
institution for effective participation in a democratic
society.

4. Belief ttat each person can become'the person he wants
to be and function more effectively in a free society if-
hd is helped to develop a perSonal rational value -system.

5: Belief that one of the important functions of a school in
a free society is to help pupils develop and clarify a
personal belief system.-

6: Belief in a-value-based education program as the effective A
means of 'assisting pupils into becoming a "rational
thinking," "self-actualizing" individua-17

Goals

The following broad goals were identified in order to
facilitate the ultimate aim of the Program as outlined in
then proposal to the Texas Commission on Alcoholism: ,"Thpli

ultimate aim will be to have an ongoln_giirogram whith calf
be offered to organizations throw out the state, a program
which produces individuals with the,abi,)ity to make responsible
judgmenti4on their lifestyle:"

, .

The prop4am attempted the following.:

1. 'Assist pupils in the developmeK'of a more positive
which helps. individuals achieve a more

rewarding, enriched life

10
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2. Assist pupils in the development of rational thinking
processes nec -(ssary to effective functioning in a free
'society.

3. Assist in the development 2nd refinement of inter and
intra personal ills necessary for individual and group
effectivene5s.

4. Assist in elping"the child understand the values of the.
society n which he lives and participate effectively in
that society.

5. Assisi in development of a personal and societal value
system, which involves:

A. Understanding how a valu'e system evolves.
B. Appreciation of value systems operating in a multi-

ethrac society.
C. Experiences in exam ation of values both personal

and societal.
D. Experiences in r ollition of value conflict and

value clarific ion both personal and soceetal.

a
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-RATIONALE

z

Many students in this day and time seem to have difficulty

deciding wh t, is good, right, wdrthy, d9sitable, or exactly
,) 4/

what is worth valuing. \ Many i;fluences/oge-r-e-teto-:confuse
_

the valuing process in our sotiety. Sut.h things as th

transiency of the family, one out of every five f es

move every year; new and improved means ofcco un*iCation

expose many ways of life, both good and bad, just and unjust,

right and Wrong to childrenof all ages. Comic books and')

newspapers put childre into contagt.4fth crime, horror, sex

and stories of corruption. With these things in mind, the

lessons inthis guide were'written to first, develop or

reinforce a good self-concep in Vie child, and second, to

develop within the child a valuing process.

Raths, Harmin and Simon in their book, Values and Teaching

bring out the conflicts students face and the problem of

establishing their own.v4alues.

In school and out, he is told that to- co- operate
is n6t,only excellent but is practically a
necessity in our world. Al the same time, he
is told that everybody shquld look out for ,

himself, that if you don't' look out for yourself
nobody else will. You are to get yours and
everyone iS. H is told that
women are the equal of m and as he- grows up
he see,s that in many situations they are not'.
In'scdool he learns a romanticized version of
the vigilantes in California his'tory. He comes .

to believe that they were fine people. And at
the same time he is supposed to ple4ge loyalty

iii
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to a society that is ruled by w.. He learns
-itlout some of the great patr ots who initiated
our revolution, people wh stood up and spoke
their minds, and while, learning these
things,, people close o him advise him to be
careful of what he wa , not*get into any
trouble, To along with ,.. e authorities, and

. make the best of, whatever situation is.
He learns a lot of.verba sms about

religion; and as he,grows up, also learns
that one should not let religion terfere with
making money. He is told again an .gain thtt
education is a fine thing and that it elps to
enrich life; but he is apt to learn Iha it is
the certificate, the diploma, or the .degre
which is really significant. It it not educ ion
itself which is so important, but the accepted
symbols of education that open up the door to
success. While he is told that\knowledge is
power and that skill is to be respected, he is
also told that it is not what you know but who
you know that really counts.

Many more of these 'kinds of conflicts could
be added but enough have been listed to suggest
'that,the child's world is indeed t confused one.
It must not lie easy to grow in a society
characterized'by these conflicts.1

With all these inconsistencies facing children every day,

one can see the difficulty which exists as they attempt to

develop clejvai4ts of their own. 68nsi''dering the marty,
.

chdices confronting the child constantly, some training in

decision making-is necessary. The teacher is in a unique

position to help students clarify their values. This guide

has been planned to aid the "child in this difftcult task.

y
1 Raths, Louis E., Merr.ill/ Harmin, Sidney B. Simon:

Values and Teachint. New York: Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company, 1966, p.

xis 13.



DIRECTIONS TO TEACHERS

The time devoted to a lesson should not exceed twenty

or t enty -five minutes unless you feel the students will

,benef t by extending the time. If, at any time, you feel

the attention of the group is waning, you should then

summarize and terminate the lesson.

Before beginning the lesson be sure you have checked

materials needed and have everything ready for use. Being -

well prepared is one factor toward a successful lesson.

The lessons begin with the appreciation of self.. A

child who learns to Accept and appreciate himself will, be in

a much better position to accept and love others and the

world around him. As the lesson's proceed, he discovers .

emotions are normal for everyone and they are not something

to be suppressed, ashamed of, or afraid of. These and many

everyday experiences are realistic and the student is

encouraged to talk about them freely and instructed in ways

to deal with them effectively.

The teacher should act as a guide during the discussion .

period and should avoid giving his opinion. The student

shotild be'encouraged to express his feelings without fear

of teacher disapproval. There are no right or wrong answers.

This type of_discussionOo'Uld be enjoyed by the student

14
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because anything he says is accepted. The questions were

carefully planned using teaching strategies that begin with

the lowest level of thinking, recalling facts, and proceeding

through making and explaining inferences about feelings, to

making genera4izations about people and their fetling.

While asking open ended questions in a discUssion, the t-eac4ler

can learn much about the feelings of each individual. This

is 1-naluable in working with the student.

The main oble,ctive of the teacher through the use of this

guide should be 'tilassist the student in developing a good

self-image, and to become a better decision-make rafter

having examined alternate behavior and consequences.

Margaret Evans
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UNIT II

LESSON 1 - MY NAME

Purpose:

4

1

It is important to feel good about 'your name.

DOncept:

Importance of names

Terminal Objective:*

Following the lesson, pupils will be able to explain
in one sentence Why a name is important.

4

lEnabling Objective:

As a result-of the story, I Write It, pupils can give
and explain various reasons why a name is important.

Materials:

1. Book, I Write It, by Ruth Krauss

2. Paper pencil, crayon

3. Pins and a large name tag for each child.

Learning Experience:

1. Pin name tag on each' child.

2. .Read the book, I Write It.

3. Conduct the following discussion:

$

,

A. What happened in the story?

B. How do you think she felt each time she vote
her name? Why do you think she felt that
way?

N.

$



Who has differentOdea of f-how she felt? Why
do you think she felt that way?

D. Has anyone that you thought didn't know you ever call you
by your name? For example, the princpal, or a
different teacher?

(Let several children relate their experiences)

E. Give some reasons why you think a name is important?
Suppose two people had the same name. Would there
be a difference? %What would the difference be?

F Are people's names ever..y.s..e.d. for other things?
(Example: animals, etc.)

Evaluation:

1. Thinking back over all the things.we3ave said about
names, please finish this statement:

A name is important because:

(Pupils may be divided into groups of three or four and
verbally complete the evaluation or it ,can-be aimritten
exercise.)

Additional Activities:

1. Have the students draw-pictures of themselves and write
their names under them. color these and put them up in
the room.

2. Have the students make a desk name plate. Take a piece
of manila paper and fo]d it in half lengthwise. Draw
lines on one half to:write names on. Tell students to
write their names and decorate name plates. Each day
they can put these on their desks.

3. Tell the students to try to learn the names of all the
children in the class if they do not 'know them.

L

a
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II

LESION 2 - BEING MYSELF

(\this lesson will take two days to develop completely.)

Purpose:

To be yourself is better than to be anyone else.

Concept:

Being yourself

. Terminal Objective:

Through completion of sentences, pupils yill be able to
analyze the importance of being one's self.

Enabling Objective:

1. Through role playing pupils will explore-the meaning
of being themselves as opposed to someone they may
wish to be.

2. Through the learning experience pupils will list
advantages and di-t-adva-n-taguof being themselves
rather than beim someone else.

Materials:

1. Transparency of boy and girl daydreaming. (See appendix
for Transparency master)

2. Paper, pencil, crayons

Learning Experiences:

I.; Show the transparency.

2. Today we are going to pretend this boy and girl are
talking about all the things they thought they would
Pike to be in their dreams.- I am wing to start the
conversation and then someone else may continue.

19
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3. &Ince we have talked about the importance ofnames,
let's give this boy'and girl a name. (Call.on one
boy and one girl 'to select a name. Write the names
on the board and\saylthe names each time the script
says boy or girl.)

4. Boy: I wish I were a little dog so I could run fast
and bark; but st of all so people would, pet
me and play with me. r would hot have to go to
school and I co play all day.

Girl: Yes* bu i were a do and did not go to school
xou,could not read funny stbbries and you would not
learn anything. You could only follow all the

. other boys around and when they played ball you
,would just have to watch.

.

Boy: Yeah, I guess you are right. That would not be
any fun at all.

Girl: I wish I were a beautiful flower because people
love to look at. flowers and-pick them and show
theh,to *other people.

Boy: Yes, 11140f yod were a flower you would die after
a few days and you.could not eat hot dogs or ice
cream cones and that would be terrible.

Girl: I really-did not think of ,thatY I guess I'd
rather be me.

L

Boy: I would like to be a tiger so I could be stronger
than anyone else and make as much noise as I

wanted to.

Girl: Yes, but- if you, were a tiger, everyone would be
afraid of youu No one wpuld want to love you or
hug you, or get near you.

5. Let the students take,141e part of the boy and girl and
finish telling about-the pictures. Each time letting
one respond to_We other stating why it would be better
to be themsel-Ves. What did you notice?

(Be sure to bring out that it's better to be yourself
because everybpdy or thing has some problems and you
can have more fun as.yourself.)

6. Explain the f6llowing game to the students:

A. One person states what he would like to be and why.

20
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B. Another`person responds why that wou)crnOt be as,
/ good as being himself.-

They must think before they rage their hands to
talk.

6,

(Give each person time tothink to avoid wasting time.-V
. -

Evaluation:

Have .dents e a piece ..e''paper in'.fourths. In cil fourth
each. of students will', draw a picture of what he ould like

. Under.each picture or'on another ptece.of aper: he
.will complete:

I wish I were

a

A

These will be exchanged wjth another student who will complete
the sentence:

But then you could not

C

Alternate:

Have the students make up stories on the following ideas or
let them think of their own title's. They could illustrate
their story and read' it to the class.

1. The Day I Turned into a Kitten

2. I was a Ghost for a Day

3. My Day as a Bird

z

21
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UNIT II

,

LESSON 3 - PEOPLE ARE DIFFERENT
(This lesson will take several days to develop completely.

Purpose:

No two people are exactly alike. Each has his own unique
set of-abilities, skills, strengths and weaknesses.

Concept:

Differences in people are good.

Terminal Objective:

Pupils will be able, eit orally or in writt
synthesize in one s ment his beliefs abo
individual differences.

i

Enabling"ObjeCtives:

1. Following the story Worm's Narrow Escape," pupils will
be able to verba y answer questions which will lead to
an analysis of differences" in the story.

2. Pupils wi be able to offer a statement of belief
about d-fferences through the selection or 'drawing of
pictpl=es representing differences,

form, to
the value of

Materials:

1. Bop*, The Turtle and His Friends by Thomas Gnagey and
Patricia Gnagey

2. Pencil, paper, crayons

Learning Experiences:

1. Explain to the s
that shows how s
and how they ar

I

nts you are going to read.a story
of our animal friends are different

e same.

2. Read Chapter II "Words Narrow Escape" pages 33 -39.\

,

22
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3. tonduct the following discusSion: (Children's,attention
Will lag if you read the stony and do all the discussion
in one,day. It is suggested that you read the story and
ask question A and then stop. The next day review the
main points of the story and continue the'discussion.

A. What happeneein the story?

B. How were the snail and the worm alike?

C. What were s e of the ways Toad and Worm were differ-

ent? What .do these differences tell you about, things
they could d

What important part did Snail play in saving Worm?

E. Who do you think was most important in saving Worm?

(In the discussion.it should be brought.out"that it
took everyone's working together.tpsaave Worm. For

instance, if th'e students say. "j,wftle, because he
5,Walit out and brought Worm back on his shell," ask -
"How did he'know where Worm was in the water?" etc.
Summarize what students say....you have said...

F What are some ways we are alike? (Try to bring out
such things as:')

1. We all go to school

2. ,We all have eyes' .

We 01 have hair on our head

G. Can you name some ways we are different?

What would happen if we were all just the same?

1

I. Do you think it is good-that we are different? Why

do you think that?

4: Have the students collect pictures showing differences
in people or have students draw and color pictures

showing differences. Students should then explain why
they chose the-pictures they did and what advantages
they see in differences in people.

Evaluation:

Have students complete the following statement:

I think it is goad that we are different because

23
2-7
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UNIT If

LESSON 4 - MY EMOTIONS

Purpose:

I'

Emotions both positive and negative are part of ev. y person
and should be ,accepted without feelings of shame .r guilt.

Concepts:

Positive and negative emotions.
ti

Terminal Objective:

... .....

Following the lesson pupils will be able to complete sentences
illustrating feelings they will have in various situations.

Enabling Objective:

Pupils will verbally 'analyze situations presented in
transparencies which will allow an exploration of emotions
in different situations.

Materials: r

1. Transparency #2-Three Faces /(See appendix for transparency master
2. Overhead projectOr
3. Paper, pencil

Learning Experience:

1. Show transparency #2. Talk about pictuie No. 1 (Happy
Face). Ask these questions:

A. How do you think this boy feels?

B. Why do you think he feels this way?

C. Can you tell me some other things that make people .

happy?

(After each response ask - Why would that make someone
hapiy?)

24
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2. Talk about picture #2 (Sad).

How do you think this girl feels?

B\ Why do you think she feels4Ihat way?
h

'C.\ Can you tell me some other thin'gs.that make people
sad?

e \Why would that make someone sad?,

3.--T/alk about picture, No. 3 (Anger).

How do you think this, bo/ feels?

B. Why do you think"he feels that way?
.3

C. Can you tell me some other things that alike people
angry? Why would that make someone angry?

4/. The teacher should then explain - These feelings we are
talking about are sometimes called, our emotions. -Then
write on the board thewordsAappy, Sad, Angry. Ask them
the following questions:

A. Dan anyone tell me any other feelings or emotions we
have? (List./ hese on- --the board.)

I

*.

B., Looking A t these emotions - can you think of times
you have It happy, sad, angry, etc." (Stop each
time for students to react.)

C. Do you think it ts all right to feel sad or angry
at times?

Thy do you t k that?

E. Does anyone have a -different idea? Why doyou think
that?

F. Thinking about all we have said about our feelings,
can anyone ttll me one important thing about our
feelings?

Evaluation:'

Put the following sentences on the board and have students
Complete them .an paper.

I. When I get blamed for something I didn't do, I

feel

2-9



2. When I am going to a circus, I feel

3. When someone doesn't play fair in a game,

4. When I am near a growling dog, I feel,

5. When I win a race, I feel

Alternative Evaluation:

1. Draw faces that show feelings like happy, sad, anxious,
surprised, afraid, proud, etc. and lapel 'eac

2. Find pictures in magazines that show how people feel.
Put these on the. bulletin board.

2 t3
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UNIT II

LESSON 5 - TEASING
(This lesson Will take several days to develop completely.

Purpose:.,

How to deal with teasing.,

Concept:

Feelings while being teased

Terminal Objective:

Pupil will formulate a polistatement covering appropriate
action following a situation where teasing Las occurred.

Enabling Objectives:
-- .

1. Pupils will begin verbally collecting their ideas and
feelings aboqt teasing, as they partic-i-patte'in questioning
following the's.tory, 'The Teasing Toad." ------- ,

. Pupils, participating in groups, will synthesize their
attitudes toward teasing into a concise,policy statement,
at the end of this lesson.

Materials:

Book, The Turtle and His riends, by Thomas dnagey and
Patricia Gnagey.

Learing Experiences :,

1. .Biscuss the meaningof teasing or relate teasing experiences.

7

'Or

2. Read Chapter III, "The Teasing Toad," pages 48 -54.

3. What happened in the story?

4. How did Turtle feel when Toad teased him about how slow
he- was? Why?

5. What did Turtle do wheat he got mad?" Why did he do that?

6. -Who- did Turtle talk to about his- problem? What were the two
rules Father Turtle told him to remember when someone teased
him?

2 7
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7. How do you feel about the two rules?
p

8. Do you think that is a good way to act when you are
teased? Why do you think thAt?

9. What-did Turtle do. when Toad teased him again? Why?

10. How do you think Turtle felt when he kept 'the two rules
Father Turtle gave him? Why? How do you think Toad
felt? Why?

11. Has something like this ever happened to you when someone
teased you? What did you do? How did you feel?. Why
do you think you felt that way?
(Get several instances of dtf'ferent ways people have
been teased.)

12. From the discussion we've had how do you think you
would act if someone teased you? Why do you think that
is a good way? Do you think that would be a "good' way
to act?

Evaluation:

1. Gather the students in groups of four or five. Have
them think of a situation where someone is being teased.
Each group will, collectively make a decisiom in order
to complete this statement:

I am going to try to do these things when I am teased:
a. 4.

1. , 2. , 3. , etc.

2. Observe students' behavior when situations involving
'teasing arise. Discuss their behavior toWard-T1-With-them.

1
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UNIT II

LESSON 6- PROPERTY OWNERSHIP

(This lesson will take two days.to develop-completely.)

1Purpost:

Students will face the issue of ownership

Concept:

Terminal Objective:

As a result,o'f the role-play activity, pupils will make a

group decision concerning the is§ue of ownership.

c

Enabling Objectives:

1. Through the filmstrip, pupils will,analy0-the various
points of view regarding ownership.

. .

2. After the questioning session, pupils will be able,to
make a synthesis or summary statement illustrating

',the concept of ownership.

Materials:

1., Sotind filmstrip''and cassette, "But-.It Isn't Yours" Part II,
. Guidance Associates

,

2. Filmstrip projector
3. Cassette p-layer

Learning Experience:

1.. Show the filmstrip
Ins

2. Conduct the following discussion:

A. What happened An the story?

B. Who do you think the,bicyCle should belong
Why doyou think that?

9
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C. -1Does anyone have a different idea about who should°.
get the bicycle?

D. Do you think something belongs to you just because
you found it?

Why do you think that?
.(Get different ideas an reasons) .

Does owning something mean that it belongs to you
forever, no matter what happens?
Why do you .think that?

1
F. Thinking about all we have said, can you tell me

one important idea about ownership?

Evaluation:

Divide pupils in groups and have them role-play one of the
two dilemmas given below. (TOen'from Dis'cussion Guide" tor
"But It Isn't Yours" Guidance Associates)

A. Two friends are playing catch. One throws the ball a

little high and the other misses the catch. The ball
breaks a window. 'Now, one child plays the thrower, one

th'e child who missed the catch, another plays the
owner of the house where the window was broken.

'I, B. You find five dollars on the playground. When you tell
the,teacher4ou found it, two children say that they

.lost it. One child plays the finder, two others play
the children who say they lost five dollars, and a third
plays the teacher.

After the role-play, each group will decide on the proper
action to be taken as a result of the posed dilemma,

30
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UNIT II*

ESSON 7 - LAST CHOSEN

Purpose:

Sensitivity to-feelings of others.

Concept:

Awareness of feelings

Terminal Objective:

Pupils 011 be able to illustrate their interpretation of how
it feels to be chosen last.

Enabling Objectives:
k.

lc Pupils will reflect on the meaning Of,being chosen last
as pictured in the study print.

2% Through the questioning session, pupils will clarify their
feelings with regard to consistently being chosen last.

Materials:

BFA Study Print - "Last Dne Chosen"

Paper,,pincil,'crayons

Learning Experiences:

1. Place picture where all can see it.

t Cdnduct the following discussibn:

.A. The title of our picture is ast One Chosen ".
What is happening in this'picturer
Be sure the following points are discussed:

1.) The boys aregoing to play ball.

2.), One boy is looking very dejecte0 and is the
last to be chosen on one team.

31
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B. What are some )easops you think he was the last
one chosen? r

C. Does anyone haA different ideas?

D. How do you think the boy felt? Why do you think he
felt that way?

E. Who.has a different idea of how he felt? Why?.

F. How do you thihk the other boys felt while this was
happening?

Why do you think they felt that way?

G Have you ever had something like this'happen to you
or to someone you know?
What happened?
How did you 'feel?
Why do you think, you felt that way?

H How do you feel about "when" you are chosen?
Is it really that important whether we are chosen last
or not?
Why do you think that?

I. Thinking about what we have said Can you tell me one
important thing about the feelings of others whefl
they are chosen last? 'Why do yOtr\think he was the
last one chosen?

Evaluation:

1. Let go through the prAo-es of choosing sides
for such things as, teams filferkae,es, art contest, etc.
Each time observe who was cft-sR6,12,1ast and point out that
different people are chosen TAs%f:in different situations.
Have them discuss how theythloW=the person fe'ells who is
chosen last.

2. Observe students bn the'playground,and in the classroom
when teams are choSen to see if,they consistently
choose the same person last.=-//'

0 0
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UNIT II

LESSON 8

(This lesson will take several days to develop completely.)./

Purpose:

-/lo experience,the emotion of fear is normal, legitimate
and healthy.

Concept:

The emotion of fear

Terminal` Objective:

Pupils in groups will formulate solutions to.experiences
related by other dhIldren of a time when they were afraid.

Enabling Objectives:

1. Pupils will expand their ideas of the concept.Pfear"
as a result of the questioning. session following_ the
story.

2. Through acting or pantomime, pupils will demonstrate
their own concept of fear.

3. As the result of the lesson, pupils should be able to,
distinguish between legitimate fear and imagined fear.

Materials:

Book, The Turtle and Nis:Friends by Thomas and Patricia
Gnagey.

Learning Experiences:

1. Discussion of fear and related, terms,.

A. Let's think of some things we might be afraid of and
I will write them on fhe board. (If class does not
respond give some examples, i.e., noise, a shadow, dark,
someone jumping out behind something, snakes, etc.)

B. Have you ever seen anybody who was scared?
C.' What was he or she afraid of?

0: How did he act so you knew he-was fearful?
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E. How do you 'suppose he felt inside when that happened?

2. Read Chapter One Turtle nd.the Stick Monster" pages
19-24. (The teacher snotTrd use ITITTicTTYWin her voice
for the different characters.)-

3. Conduct the following discussion:

A. What happened to Turtle in the story?

B. How do ypu think Turtle felt about 'Mr. Walking Stick?

C. Do you think it was O.K. for Turtle to feel frightened?
Why? .

D. Do you suppose Mr. Walking Stick ever gets frightened?
Why?

E. Turtle was so frightened he made some mistakes in
seeing what Mr. Walking Stick really looked bike.
What were these mistakes?

F. Have any of you- ever been frightened of anything?
Do you want to tell us about it? Why do you think
you Were ,scared?

G. Wave ypu ever made mistakes about something you were
scared of? Why?

H. What do you think you should do when something
frightening happens to you? Why?

I. Do you think there are times when everyone is afraid
-of something? (Discuss real and imaginary fears.)

Evaluation:

1. Act put the story. Have the person playing the part of
the turtle and:walking stick feel and look frightened
at the appropriate places.

2. Have the children draw a "frightened" and a "not
frightened" turtle. ,

3. Have the children make themselves look worried, frightened,
embarrassed, and happy. See if the grOdo can_guest-which
is being demonstrated by other-class members.

4. Put children in small groups (3 or 4). Each child will
relate an experience of a time when he was afraid. The
other children..-will provide a solution to_the experience

34
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based on the story lid their discussiOn. (Teaipher should
spot check for participation and 'lend assistance to groups
who need guidancg_in_canrying out theactivity. The main
purpose is to bake pupils explore-the emotion of fear and
realize it can be dealt with in a rational_man6er.).

Note .to Teacher:

You may choose one or all three of the last four activities.
Use as many, or substitute your own ideas, as seem necessary
to develop the concept.

r1
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UNIT II

LESSON 9 - BEING FAIR
(This lesson will take two days to develop completely.)

Purpose:

Difficulty of being fair in certain cittumstancet.

Concepts:

Fairness

Terminal Objective:

Following the lesson, pupils will make a decision about'
fairness by illustrating a solution to the story, "That's
No Fair."

Enabling Objectives:.

1, 'Pupils will clarify their ideas about fairness by
participating in the questiOning concerning the story.

2. Pupils will make a decision regarding fairness following
role-play activities about Eddie and Andy.

Materials:

1. ,Filmstrip "That's No Fair", Part II
2. Cassette player
3. Discussion guide
.4. Paper, pencil, crayons

Learning Experience:

1. Show Filmstrip

2. Conduct the following discussion:

A. What happened in the story? '(Be sure.the following'
points are brought out.)

1.) Wizard loses glasses,

30
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'2,1 He mistakes the two boys for one creature

3.) He offers a'reward if the glasses are found

. 4.) Andy sees the glasses in the water

5.) eddie goes Older water with Andy holding his
legs and retrieves the glasses.

When Wizard puts glasses on he realizes'-there
are two boys and he has only one reward.

.//

/13. What do you think the Wizard,. could do?
Why do you think that?

. (List on the boayd the things the class sUggests,
getting a reason for each item. ,Ask how the boys
would react if the Wizard did, that.)
,

C. Looking at oUr list ofall. the things we've said the
Wt2ar.d could do, what do you think he should do?
Why shOTITTirTie do that?

From all we have discussed,:what co we say about
fairness?

3. Organize'.role-play situations as o lined below. This,_
will provide further opportUnit or pupils to clarify
their thinking and move toward a decision. Role pl.ay,

the following in, this order:

A., One person can be Andy. How would you convince
the Wizard he should give,you the watch?

,.., B. One person can be Eddie. How'would you Convince
the Wizard he should give you the watch?

C. One person can be the Wizard. Having heard these
reasons, what is the fair thing for you to do?

nue

Evaluation:

Have pupils fold a piece of paper ih fourths or sixths.
Number each'fourth of sixth. Draw pictures,of the story
and in the last block jilugrate their 01,4Q solution. Label

each picture or have the characters talk as in a funny paper.
Pupils may color their pictures.

.14
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UNIT II

LESSON 10 - CHEATING

Purpose:

Students, will 'decide for themselves the good and bad points
of cheating.

Concept:

Cheating on a test

Terminal Objective:

011owing the lesson,. the pupil will demonstrate his concept
of cheating by completing a sentence on cheating.

Enabling ObSectives:

1. Pupils will sile'dtly 'analyze the study print, by observing
very carefully the activity pictured.

2, Pupil will express their fdeas about cheating in a
free, discussion period:f011owing role-play.

Materials:
. -

1. BFA Study Print, Series, My Class;,Np.'220003, "Cheating
on a Test." , 2 A

2. Paper, pencil

. Learning Experiences:

1. Have students examine the picture.

> 2. .Conduct the following discussion:

A. What do you-thihk is happening in the picture?
.

(Be sure the following points are diScussed.)

1) Boys are taking, a test

2) One boy'is trying to see. what the other is
writing so he can copy it.
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B. What do you think were the reasons for the boy
trYing'to copy from his neighbor?

C: From the'reasons you gave, what do you think was
= the most important.reason for the boy's cheating?

.Why?

D. How do you think the.boy feels when he cheats? Why?

E. 'How do you, think he would feelfirhe'made- 100 by
cheating? Why?

w

F. What would you do if you did not know an answer?
Why would that be &good thing to do?

G.
. -

What are some other ways boys and girls cheat ?,'

H. Has something like this (cheating on a test) ever
happehedAo you or someone you know?
What did,you do?
How,di you feel?.Why?
-po you think you did .the right thing?
What would you do differently the, next time?

. Do you think it is.better:'

.1) Make 100 by cheating or

2) Make,a lower grade and not cheat?. Why?

- Evaluati-on:

Divide the class into four groups sand assign the two role-'
-play activities equally 'to the groups. Let them discuss
possible solutions following the role-play. After the role-
-play activity, bring the children out of theirsiroups and.
complete the evaluation sentence. This will give you, the
titter, an opportunity to observe the level of moral
reSsoning, operating with your children..

1. Role-play the, following:

A, Teacher giving A test to fou'r stUdemts and 'one
student does not know all the answers.

b". Mother tells child she does not want to see another
'bad grade on a test., Child takes test and does not
know all the answers.

3
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. Have the children complete the following:

If you do not know the answer to -'a question on a test,-
I think it is better to

C

(1
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UNIT II

LESSON 11 - MY AND WEAKNESSES

(This lesioi will take several days to develop completely.)

Purpose:

Awareness,of strengths and weaknesses in people

Concept:

Strengthi and weaknesses

Terminal Objective:

Given 4 hypothetical situation, pupils will make'a decision
about strengths and weaknesses which all people

Enabling Objective:

Pupils will demonitrate their ideas C,,i0ut individual strengths
))yand weaknesses questio following.the story,

'Norm the Hero."

. Materials:

Book, The Turtle and His Friends, by Thomas Gnagey and
Patricia Gnagey

e

Learning Experiences:

1. Read Chapter IV, "Worm the Hero" - pages 65-70. (Use
inflections in your voice`:

2. Conduct the following disucssion:'

A. What happened in'the story?

B. How did WOI'm say he felt when ,Turtle came running
.up? Why do you think he felt that way?

4.
C. What happened that took,Worm's thinking off himself?

Do you think that was good or bad? Why?

D. How do you think Worm felt wheh he saved the cocoon?
Why do you think he felt that way? How was this
feeling different Yrom the way Worm felt about
himself at the beginning of the story?
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E. How did the other animals feel abolit'WoHl? What
did this do for him?

F. Has something like this,Wheri S/ou'were the hero in
a situation, ever happened to you or someone ybu
knew?
What happened?
How did they feel?

'Why*do you think they felt that way?
(Try to bring out the fact that everyone'attpes
feels good and bad about himself.)

G. What are some things we can do or s'ay to help peciple
when they feel badly about themselves.

H. From our discussion, what general statement can
we make about everyone?
(That.at times we all have good and bad feelings
about'ourselves.)

Evaluation:

Have'pupils react to the following hypothetical situations
and fry to get them to agree on one solution. This will
probably prove difficult for the children and will afford
the teacher an opportunity to question the children closely
on why there are differences of opinions. Try to bring
out the differences in feelings which will exist. ,Hopefully,
children will accept the idea that we all feel good' and bad
about ourselves at times.

A. Four children are talking. John tells his friends that
'he can climb all the way to the top of the tall pole.
John isn't able to make it and has to come down before
Me.gets.to the top. What can the other boys say to help?

B.. .Three girls.are-,olaying and Betty says, "Let's ride our
bikes." Susie can't ride a bike yet ,and she feels very
badly because the ;girls always'end up riding bikes. What
could''Patty sa or do?

Alternate Evaluati

Have students role-play the story "WOrm the Hero" and come
up with their own solution.
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UNIT II

LESSON 12 - OISAGREEMENTS

Purpose.;

4,

Students will learn to solve' conflicts in a positive way

Concept:

Quarreling/Disagreements

Terminal Objective:

Following the lesson pupils will be able to list at least
two ways of settling disagreements peacefully.

Enabling Objective:

*Pupils ;rill view the study print, acrd participate in expanding
their concept of settling disagreements peacefully, by
answering questions relating to the study print.

Materials:

1. BFA Study Print Value Series: My School: Fight!
2. Paper, pencil

Learning Experinece:

1. Place the picture where all can:see it.

2. Have studentS look at the picture a few minutes.

3. Conduct the following discussion:

A. What is bappening in the picture?-
.

B. What do you think were their reasons for quarreling?
Why?

C. What do these reasons tell you about what is important
to them?
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D. Whbt do, you think will happen
think that ?'

E.. Has something like this ever happene4_to-you or
to someone you know? What h4ppened?---Wha would
you have-done if you had been in...the-fight7.---
Why wtuld you have done,thatl

F. How-do,you-think:eact felt?-,Why:40. you th*nk
he felt-that way? ATry to center' attention on
the feelings of one boy at a time - the one- ho
started the fight-and the one who got involved
witb him.)

114

G. What are some of the reasons boys and girls fiW?
(As students state reasons, write them on the board.)
As they give.you a reason ask --Why would that-start
a fight?

H. You have given me these reasons and told me.why that
would start a- fight - now can anyone-tell me. a"
better way to solve a disagreement than fighting?
Let's'start with this one - (Point to the first .

reason given and proceed until you have gotten
several solutions) After each.ask - Why is that
a better solution than fighting?

I. Thinking b.ck over everything We've said about
reasons f-Cir fighting and'what happens when you
fight, can you give one.big idea about how to
settle problems.

Evaluation:

1. Finish this statement: The best ways to settle
disagreements are: 1. , 2.

2. Observe times when students get into disagreements on
the playground to see how they handle it.
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UNIT II

LESSON l3- - GENEROSITY

Purpose:

Students will understand the concept of generosity and how
to apply it in daily living.

Concepts:

Generpsity,

Terminal Objective:*

Pupils will collectively draw up-a set of guidelines which
they believe to be appropriate to govern "sharing" in the
classroom or on the playground.

Enabling Objective:

Pupils will be abTe to verbally explore their feelings about
sharing,followinT a ditcusst.on of the story "Patty and Sue.",

Materials:

1. Trantparency #2, Sharing*My Toys (See appendix for
transparency master.)

-2., .Overhead projector
3. Pencil,, paper, crayons

Learning.Experierice:

'1. Show the transparency

2. 'Read the following-story:

PATTY AND SUE

Patty had many, many toys of every description. She played

with her friends Betty and Sue every day. Most ,of the time

the girls played at Sue's.house because Sue had a real play

house in her back yard.. They loved to playhouse at Sue,
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but one day the girls decided to go to Patty's because she

had more toys. When the girls got to Patty's the usual

thing happened. 'Patty would not let the girls play with

her toys. Sue and Betty told Patty they shared their, -toys

with her, but every time they went to Patty'srhouse she

would not share with:them. Sue and Betty then told Patty

they did not want to-play-with. her Any more.

O

3. Conduct the following discussion:

A. What happened in the story?

How do you think Sue and Betty felt when Patty would
not let them play with her toys?
Why do you think they felt that way?

C. Who has a different idea of how they felt? Why did
they feel that way?

D: How do you think Patty felt when the girls said they
would not play with her again? why do you think she
felt that way?

E. What could Patty do to get the girls to play with
her again? How would that help?

F. Has something like this ever happened to you or
someone you know,? What happened?
How did you feel?
Why do you think you felt that way?

G. What are some other ways.we can share with people
besides toys?

H.. Thinking about our story and all we have said, can
you tell me one important idea about sharing?

Evaluation:

1. Ask what are some'ways we can share in the classroom or
on the playground? Make a list on chart paper and post.
Children must explain why the snaring guidelines would
make everyone in the class feel better.

46
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.

2. Observe students sharing in the classroom and on playground.

Alternate Evaluation:

1. Have the children draw pictures of sharing or cut pictUres
from a magazine. Make a large bulletin board display of
these materials.

2. Divide the 'class into groups of four or five and let them
make murals around,the,school. for kll to,seg.

4

/

4 7
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UNIT II

LESSON 14 - RESPECT FOR PROPERTY

Purpose:,

Respect of property

Concept:

Vandalism

-Terminal Objective:

After the lesson, pupils will be able to produce and-defend
'a situation which illustrates his feeling about "Respect for
roperty." ,

Enabling Objective:

1. Pupils will be able to list alternattves to the type of
behavior illustrated in the print.

2. Pupils will examine they feelingi-about respect for
property by completing a sentence concerning defacing
the property of someone else.

Materials:

1. BFA Study.Pript

2. Paper, pencil, crayons

Learning Experience:

1. Place picture where students can see it.

2. Conduct the followingAiscussion:

A. What has happened in the picture:

(For discussion purposes it might be easier to set
a make believe situation in the school...."SUppose

',this was our bathroom here at school...Suppose
some children here at 'school did

1 Q
t.)
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B. What do you think were the reasons the people had
for doing this? Why do you think that?

C. Can any one else hink of different reasons?, Why
do you thinktha ?

D. Suppose no one saw a person do this,,would it be all
right then?' Why?

E. Can you tell me some other places besides schools
where you have seen something' like this? What
do you think makes people do things like this?

F. If you saw someone marking on property that was not
theirs, what could you do? How would that help?
(Give several students the opportunitycto give
their opinion.)

(Property is used to mean anything that belongs to
someone else.)

G. Can anyone finis'h this statement, "I don't think
we should mark on things that don't belong to us
because

Evaluation:

1. Have students make posters on taking care of property.
Let them write a caption on each. Let them show and
explain these to other classes.

2. Assign five students to a group. Ask them to think up
a situation where one ar two students are marking on
property a.nd-the others see them. Ask them to role-play
the situation.

3. Take a trip around the school observing any ways school
property has'not bEen respeLtt,1 properly. Discuss how
children can help prevent this.

Teacher: You may wish to use only one of the above evaluatiOn
procedures.
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UNIT II

LESSON 15 - ANGER
(Thi's lesson will take several.day to develop completely.),

Purpose:

To make student§ aware that feelings of anger should be
dealt with and not suppressed or forgotten.

Concept:

Emotion/Anger

Terminal Objective:

Pupils will be able to propose a solution to a problem
concerning anger, following the lesson exercises -.

Enabling Objective:

Pupils will be able -to explore feelings of anger and
what they mean through the questioning exercises
following, the-story. Allow,for full pupil participation.

2. Pupils will express feelings of anger hechas had and
discuss why he felt as he did during the discussion
period.

I

Materials:'

Book, The Turtle and His Friends by Thomas Gnagey and
Patricia Gnagey

Learning Experiences:

1: We are going to read a story about Mr. Toad who has
a. bad day and gets very mad at one of his friends
over almost nothing. Let's listen and find out why
things like this happen.

Read the §tory "Cranky Old Toad" pages 85-90.

2. Conduct the following discussion:
4

A. What happened in the story?

B. How did Turtle fedl when*.Toad first came by? Why?
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C. Haw did Turtle feel when he left? Why?

D. What changed Turtle's feelings toward Toad?

E. Now do you think4Toad.felt when Mother Fieldmouse
bawled him out?

F. Now do you think Toad felt when Mother Toad had
to go get him? Why?

G. What could Toad have done that would have made
his day go smoother before he left home?

H. When the animal friends thought back over the Toad's
day, could they begin to see some reasons for the
way he treated Turtle? What kind of feelings, started
building up inside Toad?

4. What did Toad do about these feelings of anger he
had? Why do you think he did that?

J. When did Toad let out his feelirigs? Why do you
think he took them out, on Turtle?

K. What were some of the things-Father Turtle told
the aniffgts to do when they lot angry? Now do you
think these things would work?

L. Have you ever been in a situation when you got very
angry about something? What happened? How Aid
you feel? Why do you think you felt that way?

(Give several ,students the opportunity to give
examples.)

M. Do you think that was a good thing to do? Why?
What could you have done differently?

N. Sunup in one sentence what people should do when
they are angry at others.

Evaluation:

The following are listed as evaluation activities.'
Teacher: Ilse the one, or ones best suited to your needs.-.

Make a: fist from the children's awn experiences of
'common sources of frustration or thwarted Aggreision
that makethem carry their mad feelings away, still
"inside them.

,



JL,

2. Have"the children think back to before they started
school and see if any change has taken place in the
nature of these thwarting sources.

3. Talk about anger. eDo role-playing of the sources of
thwarting that parents probably have. (A-the "bad day
at the office" idea. Dad being thwarted by his boss and
then coming home and fussing at the'family. B-Mother
sees John has, not made his bed before leaving for school;
then later in the morning'she burns her arm while
ironing, then the baby spilled her milk all over
mother. When Mary comes home just a little late after
school, mother gets awfully mad and says she can't watch
television because she was late.

t70
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UNIT II

LESSON 16 - TRUTHFULNESS

Purpose: /

Telling the truth is often a hard thing to do.

Concept:

Truthfulness

Terminal Objective:

Pupils will demonstrate their feelings about truth by
completing a statement 'regarding truthfulness.

Enabling Objective:

Pupils will analyze the different points of view regarding
truth by participating in the questioning following the
filmstrip.

'Materials:

1. Sound film - "The Trouble With Truth", Part II
2. Filmstrip projector and cassette
3. Paper, pencil ,

Learning Experience:

1. Show the filmstrip

2. Condyct the following discussion:

A. What was the film about? Be sure the following
points are brought out.

1) Debbie's father promised to take her to the
State.Fair for her seventh birthday and she
.could choose five rides.

2) When they get to the fair, Debbie's father,
discovers,he left his wallet at. home.
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3) They have enough money to buy two tickets.

4). They can buy one adult ticket and Debbie can
lie about hetage and, get in for half price,
leaving money for a ride. The decision, is

-up to Debbie.

B. What would you do if you were Debbie? Why?

C. Does anyone have 'a different idea? Why do you think
that?

D. How do you think Debbie felt when she found out her
father had forgotten hilDwallet?. Why did she feel
that way?

E. Who do you think should decide what to do, .Debbie
or her father? Why?
Was it right for Debbie's father to ask her to make
the decision? Why?

F. If it was Debbie's birthday, what difference would
one day make if she says. she is six or seven? Why
do you think that?

G. If Debbie gets in by saying she, is six would that
be fair to other seven - year` -olds whd go to the Pair?
Wty? Is it fair to the owner? Why?

. How do you think Debbie will feel if she tells a
-)lie? Why would she feel like that?

I. How do you think Debbie will feel if she tells the
truth? Why would she feel like that?

J: Which do you think would be harder for Debbie; to
lie about ,her age-or to tell the truth? Why dp you
think that? 0

Evaluation:

Finish this statement:

If I found myself in a 'situa'tion similar toDebbies,

I would do the following:
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UNIT II'

LESSON 17 - RESPECT FOR AUTHORITY s

Purpose:

Pupils will understand the necessity for authority and
respect fofe authority in ltfe.

Concept:

Respect for authority

Terminal Objective:

given a liygihetical situation, pupils will decide on three
guidelines involving use of or respect for e.44thority.

Enabling Objective:

1. After viewing the 'study print, pupils will orally express
their vjews regarding authority.

2. As a result of the questioning period, pupils can list
and explain the role authority and repect of authority

. plays in their life. 4

Materials:.

1. BEA Study Print "Crossing,q'
2. Piper, pencil

Learning Experience:

1. , Place the study print sq,,all can see it.

2. Conduct the following discussion:

A. What is happeninV g in the picture?

B. Why do you think the boy is running across the
'street before the policeman let the children cross?

\ C. Do you think that is a good thing to do?

t,)
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D. Why do you think the policeman is there? Do you
think that is necessary? Why-do you think that?

(Be luize children understand "respect for auttorAty"
Try to bring out respect for authority with rules
-enforced by teachers, principals, club rules, traffic
lights, etc.)

E. Can you think of other times we should respect
authority like that of the policeman?

(After each response ask: Why should.we do that?)

F. Thinking over what we have talked about, what can we
say about respect for authority?

Evaluation:

Have the students finish these'. statements. After'they have
written their statements, have them read them to.the class
and tell why they think they.are important.

1. If I were principal of this school there are fhree'rules
I think children should respect. (List them)

2. If I were teacher in this classroom, there are three
rules I think children should respect. (List them).

3. Role play BFA print allowing children to disobey patrol--.
man. Then discuss the outcome if we didn't respect
authority.

.

,t
(

t
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UNIT II

LESSON 18 - INSECURITY

Purpose:

Everyone feels insecure in a new situation.

Concept:

Insecure feelings

Terminal Objective:

Following the lesson the pupil will be able to describe a
time when he felt insecure and anafiz-ee'vhy he had those
feelings.

Enabling Objective:

1...Pupils will verbalize throug,h the questioning period
that people feel insecure for various reasons and that
it's O.K. to feel that way.

CP

2. upils will verbalize through the questioning activity
that different people have different abilities and this
is a normal situation.

.Materials:

Book, The Turtle and His Friends by Thomas Gnagey and
Patricia Gnagey

Learning Experiences:

1. "In our story today listen carefully to'discover some
special things about how our animal friends learn."
Read Chapter VI; pages 102-107.

e."'
2. Conduct the following discussion:

A. What happened.:in the story?

B. Now many times did Turtle ask his mother how long
it was until the party started? Why did he ask so
many times?
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"C. How do you feel when you are waiting for something
special? Why do you think you feel that way?

D. ,What happened when the animals began to play games
at the party?

- The Worm
- Toad
- Turtle
- Snail

(Be sure to have students tell about each)

E. Who was best at remembering all the rules in the
game the animals played? Who had,,trouble
remembering?

F. Why do you think the Worm was so shy?
, .

G. Have you ever been asked to play a new game or do
something you were not sure you could do? What
did you do? How did you feel? Why did you feel
that way?

H. Thinking back over the story and the, things we've
said, what can we say abOut people and how they
feel when they are in a new or Strange situation?
Why?
(Get several examples) `

Evaluation:

Use or adapt the two activities on Page 116 and 117 (1 and 2c)
of The Turtle and Hts Friends to suit your particular needs.

''ob
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UNIT II

LESSON 19 - UNDERSTANDING

Purpose:

Understanding feelings of others

Condept:

Understanding, Compassion

Terminal Objective:

1. Pupils will be able to synthessize in one statement their
feelings aboutthe treatment of newcomers.

Enabling Objective:

1. Pupils will verbalize their feelings about acceptance
when they have experienced entering a new situation`.

2. Pupils will make suggeStions regardinrthe treatment of
new children who come to school or join their class.

Materials:

1. BFA Study Print - "New Student"

2. Paper, pencil

Learning Experiences:

1. Place the picture where all can see it.

2. Conduct the hollowing discussion:

A. What is happening in the picture?

B. How do you think the girl feels? Why do you think
she-feels like that?

C. Who has a 'different idea Of how she' feels. Why-do
you `think she feels that'wy?

r.
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O. If you'were in this class, how could you make her
feel at home? How .would that help?

....

E. Has something similar to what is happening in the
picture ever happened to you or someone you know?
How did you feel?
Why do you think you felt that way?

F. Can anyone think of another situation where you
might feel like this?
Why do you think you would feel that way?

G. How do people feel in new situations?
Why do they feel that way?

'Evaluation:

1. Finish this statement:

It, is important to try to help people in new
situations because .-

We can help newcomers in the following
ways .

2. Observe students' behavior when new children enroll
in class.'

va

'GO
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GROUP DISCUSSION PROCEDURES

Most teachers are acquainted with the values and procedures
of group discussion, but some teachers may attempt to hold
the discussion to a consideration of the facts, emphasizing
only cognitive elements.

Randolph, Howe, and Achterman (1968) found-that we
traditionally respond to messages with ineffective
responses such as: 1

Ordering or commanding Criticizing and disagreeing
Admonishing Praising and agreeing
Warning Name calling or interpreting
Advising .Reassuring and sympathizing
Instructing Probing and questioning or

diverting.

These responses deny the child the right to have a feeling
and they close the channels to communication and under-
standing.

While we are concerned about the development of the child's
cognitive concepts, in this program we wish to focus attention
on the child's.purOoses,"feelings, and values. We are
attempting to assist the child in understanding self and
others, and this can be achieved only through personalizing
the material and getting involvement at the feeling level.

Many teachers are reluctant to engage in group discussion
that is truly open; they do not see' its value. Some
teachers even feel guilty for wasting time in this way;
others feel inadequate and afraid that they will not be
able to handle this kind of discussion.

It is clear, however, from our experience in guidance and
social psychology that group discussion is a most powerful
influence for changing behavior, and the teacher should
realize the group can seldom go beyond the skill, anticipa-
tion, and the expectations of the leader.

The following philosophy and principles should prove to
be helpful, 4

The discussion leader should communicate that she really
cares about what children say and feel. This is not a
technique but a genuine attitude. It is communicated
through eye contact, attentiveness to verbal communication,
and nonverbal support thAiNcomesr through an empathic smile.
The reader listens to wfilliris said and Of satd,.and tries-.

G2
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to perceive both the feelings which are expressed and
those that are hidden. The teacher is there as a person;
as she i5 realand honest about the feelings she is
experiencing, she elicits more involvement.

Group discussion requires sharing the responsibility for
leadership with the group. The group helps to identify
concerns, clarify' thoughts and feelings, and consider
alternatives. Unlike class recitation, there'is no one
correct answer. In contrast, the leader encourages free
discussion and interaction to what is said.

The creative leader avoids sermonizing, evaluating,
humiliating, and moraliting, but she is not passive,
permitting the discussions to be purposeless. She is
willing to deal with the actions and reactions that go on
in the group. She is sensitive to social interaction, and
she is willing to discuss the here-anNow event. If the
story is about attention-getting, she does not need to
stay with the abstract while some child who acts as a
class clown in her room provides live materials for
discussion. In such a situation she might ask the group:
What is happening here right now? That do you think about
this? How do you feel? How does the class clown feel?
Why is he doing that? How can we help'him? As the leader
senses the children are ready for such a discussion, she
discusses the purposes of behavior.

.

Teachers can avoid ,control problems when leading group
discussions. When there is noise and confusion, it is
advisable to talk less and act: The leader may merely
lower her voice, use a hand signal, utilize proximity
control by moving to the area of disturbance, or utilize
some natural consequence for failure to attend, to a dis-
cussion. The leader does not censure or demand, she does
not engage in a struggle for control of the group; she
seeks to have the children experience the natural consequences
of their behavior.

The outcomes and productivity of each sessiOn are, partially
dependent upon the leader's competence in the following
tasks:

1. Show the group you care and are concerned with
developing a relationship of mutual respect. Demon-
strate your interest, concern, and kindness, tiut be
committed.to meaningful, discussion and do not hesitate
to be.firm, showing respect for yourself as well as the
children. The teaCher sets an example of,reflective
listening by her responses.

2. Make sure children understand the'purpose of the group
discussign and allow them to establish their own limits.
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Members must be ready to share their concerns and.
willing to listen closely to others. A spirit of _

give and take and honest, open feedback should pervade.

3. Sense the group atmosphere and be willing to discuss
it. Be sensitive to the.feeltngs,of the individuals
in the group and help them feel understood, i.e., I

am getting a message that you are unhappy, or that
you really care,

4. Link the thoUghts and feelings of group members.
Point out the similarities and differences in the
concepts, attitudes, and feelings being discussed.
The leader must be able to show the relationship be
tween what two children are talking about in order
to help them recognize common problems.

5. Encourage silent members to participate when they seem
ready. This usually involves being aware of nonverbal
clues asa facial gesture, glante, or halting attempt
to enter the group.

6. The children are learning a new process of cooperation
in contrast to competition. The leader must observe
any tendencies of children to be empathic and link or
supply alternative solutions to problems. These
attempts should be immediately encouraged and,reinforced.

7. Group discussion can take a negatiVe, turn if the leader
is not perceptive. We are interested in fostering
personal development.. Group members should be assisted
to see the strengths and assets in individuals.
Emphasis is placed-on positive as well as negative
feedback. When there is a negative feedback; i.e.,
"I don't like him, he smells," the teacher may say, -

"You feel there is an odor there that is not pleasant."

8. The leader must be alert to detect feelings and attitudes
which- are implied but not expressed. She helps the
group to develop tentative analyses of behavior and its
purpose. She might say, "Is it possible..." Could it

he 7" and state her hunch about the purpose in a

tentative manner.

, 9. The effective group leader is able to help the children
express their_thoughtv, feelings, and attitudes more,
'clearly. She does this through clarifying, restating,
an marizing.

10. The leader helps members to summarize and evaluate what
they hate learned., About five minutes before the' close

6
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of the session, she asks, "What do you think you
learned about yourself and others today?" Helpingthe group colider what is happening accelerates and
facilitates t the group process.

`Children should be encouraged to formulate-their own limits
for"the,disussion. However, the leader should help them
to consider some of the following procedures which promoteeffective discussion:

1. The discussion goes'best when we trust each other and
have mutual respect. We have to be concerned enough
to listen,and want to help others.

. Be honest and open. Say what you really feel. 'Speak
whenever you feel you have something to say which will
help you or the group.

3, In giving feedback, consider how it will help the
others for you to say thq:._

4. Really listen to what others say. Are you able to
state what he has said and felt when he finishes?

When certain individuals or the group become negative or
pick on am individual, the mature leader can use this as
an opportunity to discuss the purpose of getting special
attention or power. The leader can also use puppetry and
role playing to help increase sensitivity to negative
remarks.

The potential in group discussion is tremendous and teachers
will find it a most rewarding experience as their skills
develop.

Taken from Developing Understanding of Self and Others,
Manudl. Used with permission of American Guidance
Service.
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ROLE PLAYING PROCEDURES

Role playing is not merely information dispensing. The
teacher who is skeptical of the educational purpose of
rol$ playing should consider some of the following potential
'values:

1. Role playing provides an opportunity for the child who
does not excel academically, but, who has talent in
creativity and spontaneity.

2. Spectator "therapy" can occur through audience observa-
tion and empathy.

3. Role playing promotes the development of personal
flexibility and social skills.

4. The enactment of the same situation several times
helps the child to see alternative solutions to a
problem, increasing his problem-solving and decision-
making abilities.

As discussion leader, the teacher encourages the children
to become more observant of the behavior of others, to
look for the purposes and causes of behavior, to anticipate
the results of-certain behaviors, and to evaluate behavior,
situ'atjons, and people.

The steps in role playing. There are four parts to any
role playing situation; preparation, introduction,
enactment, and di§cuSsion.

1. Preparation. The teacher's first decision involves
selection of the issue or problem. Issues should tie
selected which ensure the security of each child
involved., The child is never forced to take a role.

After reading the descriptive directions for a
particular role playing situation, the teacher
gathers the class. A playing area is needed.

Because each lesson is an extension of the undei-lying
themes,of the stories the teacher may briefly review
some of the main ideas cf the xelated story. Questions
may be asked such as, Who was the main character?".
"What did he,do?" _"Why-did he do that?" Unfinished
stories which stop at a dilemma point are excellent
for role playing.

t;'6
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2 Introduction. The teacher states very briefly that
the class is going to do some pretending. She should
state the problem in terms of specific examples with
vivid details which create emotional involvement.
Because young children are egocentric and most of
them are eager to pretend and participate, they
will probably be unwilling to patiently wait any
length of time for a turn at playing. Therefore, it
is wise to allow all of them to have a brief turn
to participate-in a warms-up exercise at the beginning
of each lesson. If space doeS not permit the whole
group to move about at the same -time, break the group
into two-Sections.

Because it is easily performed, pantomime is suggested
as a warm-up activity% To begin the pantomime the
teacher may give the following directions:

This is our pretending space. (Indicate play area.)
Find a standing-up place in here where you won't

be too close to any other person.
Stand there absolutely. quietly. (Wait for quiet.)

Good.
Show me you are ready to listen and imagine.
Today we are going to imagine we are

(see specific di..rection).
Wheri,I say "Ready, begin," you may begin. Keep

working until you hear me say "Step.
See if you can show me by your actions your ideas

about
'Do not say anything.
Imagine there are no'othe children around you.

See if you can really make me believe you
are a .

Ready, begin.

Observe the pantomimes and. make encouraging reAmrks'
for creative responses such as, "Oh, I see someone
that is (descrt,be pantomime)," or "There is some
good thinking going on over there." 'After at least
a minute; stop the action and seat the students.

The,teacheOcontrols the length of a:situation by
reservAng and using the right to halt the play at.
any, point.'

After making a few comments about the'creative,ideas .

observed in the pantomimes, the teacher briefly
present's the actual role playing situation to the class.
The description should be as simple and direct as
possible, -

G
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Because students, are expected to speak iri chafacter,
the teacher will give them some practice by_asking,
them to respond in the character's voice to Such
questions as "Marys what did the old man say when
he got knocked down? Can you sound like the old man?"

Then the teacher asks for volunteers to take various
roles. The class may suggest names, but the actors
must volunteer. From the volunteers, characters are
selected. Usually it is advisable to begin with
sociable 'children bef6Te ch-aqsing participants who
are shy or who have more problIems than others. In

specific role assignments, che'k to determine how
thechild identifies with the character. Ask "What
kind of person is he?" "How does he feel?" Select
individuals who indicate they have identified well
or who have strong feelings about a character's
behavi'or.

3. Enactment. The teacher helps the characters set the
.scene, i.e., "Shall we imagine a ,door is here?" Do

you need some chairs?" If the characters are going
to sit down, they will need some chairs. Children
cannot simultaneously pretend to sit, keep their
balance, and play a role.

The teacher says, "Find your places and stand
quietly."

At that point, she may need to review the characters
and their purposes in the scene for the benefit of
players and the class. Action is started by the
words, "Ready, begin."

During the enactment, the teacher tries to say as
little as possible. Otherwise, the teacher becomes
the director, and the children lose the opportunity
to express themselves freely.

Some side coaching may be necessary to- assist in moving
the action along. The teacher may say, "It must be
time for father to come home now," "Oh, my, that
brother is going to be angry." Suggestions are always
directed to the character, not to the real person. The
teacher avoids using real names and directs' all remarks
to the characters.

When the scene seems to have-developed to its fullest.
potential, the teacher says, "Stop', cbme and sit down."

4. Discussion. It is usually effective to have the,
actors evaluate their own performance first. At

_the end'of a scene, no matter how weak at was, the
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teacher makes at least tt'o or three positive remarks,
i.e., liked the way the fatne'r reaa his newspa,per,"
or "Wasn't the, dog' good? He really seemed excited.,"

To encourage class participation in the, discussion,
the teacher asks them kqe questions listed at ttve. en.ci
of the role playing' activity. If other morg relev
questions emerge as a result'of the individual play,
they should, of course, be used. Discussion centers
on how tkie'characters were feeling and why they
respondedas they did. The teachershould.attempt
to guide the discussion so that the issues are related
to experiences pers.pnally relevant to the children.

The younger the children, the briefer the analysis.
.Two or three points are sufficient for kindergarteners.

The teacher makes a summary statement of points elicited
from the group and quickly selects a new group for
replaying.

The.teacher emphasizes that she will be looking for
good, new ideas on each replay., The purpose of the
reenactment is to help the children explore new
insights and alternative solutiOns.

Encourage as many enactments as possible.

The role of the audience should be clarified just as
the roles of the actors. The members of the audience
may be asked to look for specific points or to identify
with the feelings of a specific actor. They should
have a role which maintains their interest and
involvement.

Problems, pitfalls, and possibilities. Beginning role
playing may bring about a variety of unexpected reactions
in young students. Two of the extremes in behavior are
acting up and excessive shyness or refusal to participate.
The student who acts up can destroy the imaginary creations'
of Other students. The first few times this behavior
occdrs, the teacher stopsthe whole group and calmly but
firmly reexplains the ground rules. They are:

1. Play in the play space.

2. Actions - no wor4s, (for pantomime).'

c\\3. Do not disturb the play of others.

Do not be oveft_oncerned about the student who exhibits
extremely shy behavior rlrtead, recognize and encourage
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others for thek,efforts. As soon as the shy,child makes
ny overt effort at enactment, encourage him for it.

No e can be another classroom problem. If the teacher
has roperly stimulated the students to want to work on
the p oblem, they will become excited,' and often with
excite nt, comes.noisel Do not begin a pantomime or a
scerm until the students have become almost totally silent,
Studgnts need a moment to -quietly reflect on their task.
Lack of concentration or silliness on the part of the
players will produce insincere and unintelligible scenes.
For the initial playing, the teacher tries to select thoSe
students who are verbal and seem. enthusiastically responsive.
They will set a high standard for the plays that follow.
Clarity in speech and pantomime should be praised. If the
characters seem to be getting off the track, the teacher
says firmly, "KeeO our character." %Even though the
students may not exactly_understand the'direction, they
will understand a firm Out --kindtone of voice.

RestTessness of the group is an Indic that someth ng
is Aoo long. Perhaps the directions are toy long, rep ated
too often, or the scene and the discussion are too lo g.
Teachers must try to he brief and to the point. Use short
sentences. Stop a scene before interest is reduced..

.
.

Unresponsiveness can be a problem among certain groups of
children. They may be extremely inhibited, or, they may
never Kaye engaged in any dramatic play. In this case,
the teacher may need to demonstrate what is meant by
pretending and pantomiming. Occasionally, as opportunities
present themselves, the teacher may take a rcle in the .

playing'situatiOh. By taking part in the action, the teacher
controls the direttion of ,play from within the group and,
at the same time, demonstrates the "how to" of play.

Certainly those groups of children who have had experience
with dramatic play and creative dramatics will find it less
difficult to role play than inexperienced ones.. D6 not
expect perfection and depth in-the beg-inning lessons. Each
successive role playing situation should shorn an increase

Effectively.in the ability of the group to'play together

Taken from Developing understanding of Self and Others,
Manual. '..sed with perm;ssion of American guidance
Service.

70
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MATERIALS LIST BY GRADE
(Schedule A)

Level K

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS COMMERCIAL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

Clean and dirty paper puppets
patterns

2 paper tooth puppets

2 transparency masters of Patrick

Hand stomach puppet- pattern

Evaluation sheet

Hand Puppet Gray Rabbit

Paper Rabbit

Bird Pie transparency master

Evaluation sheet

"Red Ball" transparency

1.

7.

A.B. Le Crone Company
Rhythm Record Company

`819 N. W. 92 Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73114

Rkord "Swinging On A Star"

Kindle (Scholastic) AN Kinds
of Feelings Filmstrip Cassette

"Smiles Don't Just Happen"
(Scholastic) Filmstrip/Cassette

Big Brother, R9bert Kraus,

$ 5.9544

1.00

19.00

.19.00

4.59

19.00

19.00

1.00

Parent's MagazAne Press
52 Vanderbilt Avenue.
New York, New York

"Will You Be My Friend?"
(Scholastic) Filmstrip/
Cassette

"Sticks 'N Stones"
(Scholastic) Filmstrip/
Cassette

Reflections Record
Vicki Carr

TOTAL $88.54

'These records are difficult to obtain and are not necessary 4n order to complete
the lessons involved.



Level I

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS COMMERCIAL

In Guide "Everything is Beautiful" Reco

Ernie, Skippy, Eddie Puppet
Patterns

Tape of Skippy and Ernie
Dialogue

Flower Pattern

od 'sere Barbara Shook
Hazen. Western Publishing Co.

The Ugly Duckling. Scholastic
Version.

The Hating Book, Charlotte
Zolotow Scholastic Books
*But It Isn't Yours Part 1
Guidance Associates Filmstrip/
Cassette

**8-FA--St-ady Print 220004 My
Class: "Teachers Away"

BFA Study Print 221007 My
School. "Borrowing Without
Asking"

*"The Trouble With Truth" -
----'13-art-17=n ance Associates

F ilmstrip/Cassette

This package contains Part I & II. Part 11 is used in Level II.
Package must be purchases as a unit.

1\lote The BFA Study Prints used,in Level I, II, and 111 (seventeen prints) must be ordered as a set
from the company. The set will be known as the ?Special Texas Package". S25.50. This set
cannot he broken.

$ 1.00

*"That's No Fair" Part 1
Guidance Associates Filmstrip/
Cassette

BFA Study Print 221008 My
School. "Littering"

BFA Study Print 220001 My
Class': "School Book"

(See Level II) TOTAL

-5.54

.95

.95

2 6 . 0

25.5O-

26.00

26.00

$110.94



LEVEL

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS

In Guide

Transparency Boy and girl
daydreaming

Transparency Three Faces

Transparency Sharing Toys

COMMERCIAL

Book, I Write It Ruth Krauss
Harper and Row $2.57, 1970",

Book, The Turtle and His Friends,
Thomas and Patricia Gnagey, 1970
Facilitation House, Ottawa, III.

*"But It Isn't Yours" Part II
Guidance Assocreies Filmstrip/
Cassette ($24.50)

BFA Study Print 20008, My Class:
"Last One Chosen"

*"Tha s No Fair" - Part II
Guidance Associates - Filmstrip/
Cassette ($24.50)

BFA Study Print 220003 My Class:
"Cheating On a Test"

Print 221004 My Schoo
igh-t1"

BFA Studyprint 221002 My Schoo

*The Trouble With Truth Part II
Guigarrce Associates Filmstrip/
Cafiette ($24.50)'

BFA Study Print 221001 My Schoo
"Crosiing Guard"

BFA Study Print 220007 My Class
"New/Student"

(See Level I) Total'

*This Package contains Parts I 8
II. Part I is used in Level I. Package
must be purchased as a unit.

$ 2.50

2.00

$ 4.50



Level III

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS COMMERCIAL

In Guide

Value Activity Sheet "No One
Else" Student Handout

"What Person In This Group"
Student Handout

"Guess Who's In A Group"
Guidance Associates Filmstrip/
Cassette

BFA Study Prints People I
Don't Know: "Discrimination (2)
219004, 219005

BFA Study Print 218004
"Cheating" My Friends

BFA Study Print 218005 "Four
Eyes" My Friends

BFA Study Print 216008 My Home.
"Thirsty Dog"

"You Promised" Guidance
Associates Filmstrip/Cassette

BFA Study Print 216001 My Home.
"Locked House"

BFA StudY Print 219007 People
I Don't Know:"Lost Child"

"Hey Dad, What Are You Doing?"
and "I Double Dare Yuu To"
filmstrip /cassette. Photographic
Laboratories, 1926 West Gray,
Houston, Texas 77019

TOTAL

$26.00

26.00

15.00

$67.00
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Level IV

PROJECT PROQUCED MATERIALS COMMERCIAL
.4

I

.

In Guide

s-

,
,

75
.

/A/ .

*Filmstrip/Cassette "No Place
Like Home" (Westinghouse Series
Our Values)

* Filmstrip /Cassette "The Broken
Sleds" (Westinghouse Series: Our
Values)

Filmstrip/Cassette "Pam Puts It
Off", Eyegate House

Filmstrip/Cassette. ',!.:ROfections"
1., N

Photographic L471126,West
, Gray,Houston, -axes 77019,V: 4 4

*Filmstrip/Cassette or Foiec i':

"My Best Friend" (Holt, Rthehart
and Winston Series: Valties,in
Action)

. TOTAL
,

,

,

.

t
..

*These filmstrips are part of a pac
publisher may be reluctant to break

..

.

,
. v

..

1,.*ry

$15.50

C

15.50

12.95

20.00

,

13.00
_______

$76.95

0

.

.

.

age and the
the set.-

.
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.
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A

,

Handouts:

Girl Scout Law
Response to Pledge
Law of the Camp Fire Girls
Blue Bird Wish
Oaths of Office
Flag Pledges
Hidden Word Puzzle (Rick and

Lady)
"I Am Glad"

"Happiness"

"Bust Friend"
Matching Quiz Book, T.V.
Monies

Hidden Word Puzzle "Communiciting"
"Things for Whith Others Might D

like Me"
Song - "I Ain Proud"
Career Examples

'Career Riddles ,

eekly Budget .,

.. Hidden Word Puzzle Savings
Account

"Beat the Clock"
Song - "A Timely Rhyme"
"Individual Evaluation"
Poem "Song of Greatness"
"Follow the Leader Questions"

Transparencies:
,

_ .

Transparencies of famous people
total 8

.

"Play Bally Lesson - Transparencies -
. Total 4

-

Cassettes .

..,

Cassettes of stories
Cassettes of songs

(Optional) ..:.

,,,

.M1



Level V

PROJECT PRODUCED MATERIALS COMMERCIAL

In Guide

Trasparencies

A 1
A2
A3
C-1

Handouts

A

Janet's Diary
"What's Wrong with Jeb Miller?"
"Kelly's Addition"
"Mr. James Miller Speaks"
"Why Kelly's Addition should

Be Rezoned"

8 0

"Max" and "Max Is Not Alone"
Filmstrip/Tape, Photographic
Laboratories, 1962 West Gray,
Houston, Texas 77019

TOTAL

$ 15.00,

$ 15.00



a

VENDOR LIST
(Schedule (3)

f I LMSTR I PS/CASSETTES

SCHOLASTIC KINDLE FILMSTRIPS
904 Sylvan Avenue ,

Engle,yvood Cliff, New Jersey 07622 (al ;p av ailable in Spanish at a slightly higher price)

"All Kinds.of Feelings" (Level K)

"Smilesbon't Just Happen" (LevelK)

"Will You Be My Frie ' (Level K)

"Sticks 'N Ston16s" (Level K)

GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES
757 3rd Avenue
New York, New York 10017

"But lt Isn't Yours" (1,,avets-1":and 2)

"The Trouble Wit ruth (Levels 1'a

"That's No F (Levels 1 and 2)

"Guess ho's In a Group' ,(1.evel 3)
4-

"You Prtmised" (Level 3),

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES, INC. (WESTIN
2310 Austin Street
Houston, Texas 77004
Richard Hunter, Sales Representative (223-4591)

"N Place Like Home" (Level 4) .,,,..

/"TheBroken Sleds"

EYEGATE .

7911 Lichen Lane
Spring, Texas 77373
Frank W. Cox, Sales Representative), 7

"Pam Puts it Off" (Level 4,Y,

Corp.ng )

AttlINSTON PRESS
25 Groveland Terrace
Minneapolis, Minn. 554

"My. Best Frie d" (Level 4)

PHOTOGRAPHIC ABORAT0761ES
-1Q26 West Gray
Houston, Texas 77019
Bob Drake;Sales Represehtative (529-5846)

"Hey Dad, What Are YOU Doingricl

"I Double Dare You To" (Le,vel 3)

1

$ 19.00

19.00

19.00

19.00

26.00

26.00

26.00

26.00,

26.00

15,50

$ .00

$ 15.00
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Fl LMSTRIPS /CASSETTES (Continued)

"Reflections" (Level 4)

"Max" and "Max Is 'Not Alone" (Level 5)

STUDY PRINTS

BFA EDUCATIONAL MEDI
2211 Michigan Avenue
Santa Monica, California 90404

"Teachers Away" (Level 1)

"Borrowing Without Asking" (Level 1)

"Littering" (Level 1)

"School Book" (Level 1)

"Last One Chosen" (Level 2)

"Cheating on a Test" (Level 2)
r.

"Fight!" (Level 2)

"Wall" (Level 2)

"Crossing Guard" (Level 2)

"New Student" (Level 2)

"Discrimination" (2) (Level -3)

"Cheating" (Level 3)

"My Friends" (Level 3)

"Thirsty Dog" (level 3)

"Locked House" (Level 3)

"Lost Child" (Level 3)

$ 20.00

15.00

*$ 25.50

*The BFA Study Prints used in Levels 1, 2, and 3 (seventeen prints) Oust be ordered as
. a set from the company. The set will be known as the"Special Texas Package." This set

cannot be broken.

BOOKS7-77
Parent's Magazine Press
52 Vanderbilt Avenue

. New York, New York

Big Brother (Level K) $ 4.59



BOOKS (Cdnitnued)

Western Publishing Company
6200 Richmond Avenue
Houston, Texas
Walter Escue, Sates Representative (686-7834)

If I Were (Level 1)

Scholastic Magazines and Book Servites
50 West 44th Street
New York, NeviiiYork 10036
Mrs Joyce Martin, Local Sales Representative (497-5650)

The Ugly Duckling (Level 1)

The Hdting Book (Level 1)

Hamer and Row Publishers
49 East 33rd St
New York, New York 10016

Write It (Level 2)

Facilitation House
P 0 Box 611'1
Ottawa, Illino 61350

The' le and His Friends (level 2)

.A Le Cr 41, Company
Rhythm Record Company
819 N'W 92nd Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

RECORDS

3114

Preschool Physical Fitness (Level K)

:Local Record Stores

Swinging cn A Star (Level K)

Reflections Vicki Carr (Level K)

Everything is Beautiful Ray. Price (Level 1)

0

JP,


